With the constraint of antenna space, spatial correlation and mutual coupling must be considered to accurately predict the system performance for massive MIMO systems. Increasing the antenna quantity can degrade the system performance due to mutual coupling. Antenna selection systems have better performance and lower hardware cost than full-MIMO systems. However, the conventional selection combining (SC) scheme consumes a great amount of training overhead and has high operational complexity in the presence of mutual coupling. This paper proposes a group switch-and-examine combining (GSEC) scheme for massive MIMO systems with the spatial correlation and mutual coupling existing at both the transmitter and receiver. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed GSEC scheme provides better effective capacity performance and lower operational complexity than the conventional selection combining (SC) and full-MIMO scheme.
Introduction
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems have received significant attention by increasing the capacity and spectral efficiency through spatial multiplexing [1, 2] . The massive MIMO or large scaled antenna systems having a large number of antenna elements at the base station have gained huge consideration in recent years [3, 4] . Practical MIMO systems usually require the antenna elements to be placed in limited space, due to the small size of the mobile terminates and the large number of antennas at the base station. With such constraint, spatial correlation and mutual coupling must be considered to accurately predict the system performance. Spatial correlation is created due to insufficient separation or lack of a rich scattering environment and heavily depends on the distance between the antennas and the angular spread of the incoming signals. Besides spatial correlation, mutual coupling is another effect caused by the narrow spacing between antennas. In [5] [6] [7] [8] , the effect of spatial correlation and mutual coupling on the MIMO systems performance was investigated.
Mutual coupling was mathematically modeled and incorporated with a correlated fading channel model to study a fixed-length uniform linear array at both the transmitter and receiver in [5] . Reference [5] shows that capacity increases monotonically with the number of antennas up to a certain point, in other words, the optimal number of antennas, and then begins to decrease monotonically. The optimal number of antennas does not have a strong dependence on the operating signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), but as expected has a strong dependence on the relative antennas spacing. For example, when the antenna elements are placed as uniform linear array with the total length of a wavelength at both the transmitter and receiver, the optimal number of antenna elements is four. That means the capacity begins to decrease if the number of antenna elements is larger than four. When the antenna elements are placed as uniform linear array with the total length of two wavelengths at both the transmitter and receiver, the optimal number of antenna elements is six.
On the other hand, a major problem for the practical implementation of MIMO systems is the hardware cost: every antenna element necessitates a complete RF (upconversion or downconversion) chain, including mixers, amplifiers, and analogue-to-digital conversion. Selection combining (SC) scheme is proposed to trade off the system performance with its hardware complexity and cost. MIMO systems with SC use a reduced number of RF chains and carefully select 2 International Journal of Antennas and Propagation a set of antennas connected to these RF chains for further signal processing and detection. Reference [8] investigated the performance of SC scheme and proposed a novel channel estimation method in the presence of mutual coupling and spatial correlation For multiple antenna systems, the channel estimation is an important part, which is usually accomplished by training overhead. In conventional SC systems without mutual coupling, the channel matrix of the selected antenna subset is formed by deleting the rows associated with the unselected receive antennas from the full-MIMO channel matrix. Therefore, the channel estimation for conventional SC scheme without mutual coupling is similar to the full-MIMO channel estimation. However, in the presence of mutual coupling, the channel matrices are completely different for any two different antenna subsets. In this case, it is not valid to form the selected channel matrix by deleting the rows of the unselected antennas from the full-MIMO channel matrix. To complete the channel estimation, the brute force method is to perform the channel estimation for every antenna subset, and the training overhead of the brute force method is huge and unacceptable. Therefore, [8] proposed a more effective channel estimation method, called reduced-complexity receive antenna selection (RCRAS), in which the duration of the training overhead was proportional to the number of receive antenna elements.
However, for massive MIMO, the receive antenna number is large, so the training overhead is still large for RCRAS scheme since it still requires the simultaneous and continuous monitoring of all the antenna branches. In this paper, we propose a group switch-and-examine combining (GSEC) scheme for massive MIMO systems with spatial correlation and mutual coupling existing at both the transmitter and receiver and the antenna elements placed as uniform linear array at both the transmitter and receiver. We divide the receive antennas into some nonoverlapping groups and the number of antenna elements in each group is the same as the number of RF chains. The antenna elements in every group are still uniform linear array with the same total length and the same minimum antenna distance. The RF chains cyclically switch among these groups of receive antennas.
The proposed GSEC scheme has better capacity performance and lower cost than the full-MIMO systems, and much less duration of training overhead and lower operational complexity than the SC scheme in the presence of mutual coupling. In summary, the proposed GSEC has better effective capacity, lower operational complexity, and lower hardware cost.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces the channel model including the spatial correlation, mutual coupling, and channel estimation. The proposed GSEC scheme is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 gives the numerical results. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Throughout the paper, the following notations are adopted. All the matrices and the vectors are denoted by boldfaced capital letters and boldfaced small letters, respectively. (⋅) denotes the complex conjugate transpose. | ⋅ | is the absolute value and ‖ ⋅ ‖ is the two-norm operator.
The expectation is given by {⋅} while the matrix determinant and trace are given by det(⋅) and tr(⋅), respectively.
System Model

MIMO Channel Model with Spatial Correlation and
Mutual Coupling. Consider a MIMO system with transmit antennas and receive antennas, where the transmitter and receiver are equipped with half-wave dipole antennas placed side-by-side to form uniform linear arrays. We can reasonably assume that the path loss, shadowing, and the antenna gain (due to the antenna pattern) are the same for all antenna elements. Without antenna selection scheme, the × 1 received signal vector is given by [9] r = Hx + n,
where x is the ×1 transmitted symbol vector with variance matrix [xx ] = I and I is an × identity matrix. The × 1 noise vector n is the zero mean complex additive Gaussian white noise (AWGN) with variance matrix
[nn ] = 0 I , and 0 is the noise power. The × matrix H is the channel matrix. We model H stochastically, taking into account the joint effects of spatial correlation and mutual coupling, as follows:
where H is an × matrix of independent zero-mean unit-variance complex Gaussian variables, R is the × correlation matrix at the receiver, and R is the × correlation matrix at the transmitter. Assuming a uniformly distributed angular spread, from Jakes's model [10] , each entry of the receiver correlation matrix is given by
where is the wavelength, 0 (⋅) is the zero-order Bessel function, and is the distance separating the th and th receive antenna elements. Assuming that the antenna elements are placed uniformly in the linear array,
where is the total length of the receive antenna linear array. The transmit correlation matrix R is obtained similarly. The × matrix C and × matrix C reflect the mutual coupling effects at the receiver and transmitter, respectively, called mutual coupling matrix. The mutual coupling in an array of side-by-side dipoles can be modeled using the theory described in [11] . C can be calculated using the following relationship involving the impedance matrix as
where is the element impedance in isolation; for example, for a half-wave dipole antenna, its value is
is the impedance of each element at the receiver chosen as the complex conjugate of to obtain
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The off-diagonal entries of Z , , is the mutual impedance of the th and th receive antenna elements. Note that this expression provides the circuit representation for mutual coupling in array antennas. It is valid for single mode antennas. For a side-by-side array configuration of half-wave dipoles, the expressions for can be adapted from [11, 12] 
where is the distance separating the th and th receive antenna elements. is the length of a dipole antenna and equals /2 in this paper. ( ) and ( ) are the cosine and sine integrals, respectively. They are given as
The mutual coupling matrix at transmitter side C is obtained similarly.
MIMO Capacity.
Assume that H is estimated and known perfectly at the receiver but the transmitter has no knowledge of H. In this case, it is common to assume that the input is zero-mean complex Gaussian distribution which transmits independent equal-power signals from each transmit antenna element. In this case, the instantaneous capacity, in bits/s/Hz, is given by
where is the average SNR at each receive antenna. The ergodic capacity [9] is defined as the expectation of (9), which is
Channel Matrix of the Selected Antenna Subset.
It is crucial for antenna selection system to understand how the channel matrix of the selected antenna subset is formed [8] .
If the channel links are independent or correlated and no mutual coupling effects are present, C and C are both identity matrices and the channel matrix without mutual coupling is
In this case, the channel matrix of the selected antenna subset,H, is formed by deleting the rows associated with the unselected receive antennas from H. This problem becomes nontrivial in the presence of mutual coupling. Assuming the selection only happens at receiver side, the channel matrix of the selected antenna subset can be written as follows:
whereH nc , now smaller, can be formed in the same way as in the previous case. To obtainC , we need to formZ and calculateC using (4) first. The mutual impedance matrix of the selected antenna subset,Z , should only consider the mutual coupling effects among the selected antennas and is thus formed by deleting the rows and the columns associated with the unselected antennas from Z . It needs to be declared that any unselected antenna is assumed to be terminated in an open circuit [13] . Since dipole antennas are usually very thin, the scattering is negligible when open-circuited and the induced current flow on each dipole antenna is not affected by adjacent unselected antennas [14] . Thus, for simplicity, we ignore the effects of any unselected antenna. The ergodic capacity of antenna selection system becomes
2.4. The Training Overhead. For multiple antenna systems, the channel estimation is an important part, and the channel estimation is usually accomplished by training overhead. For antenna selection systems, the branch selection and switching are assumed to be done at discrete instant of time, called slot, which is usually on the order of channel coherent time. A slot transmitted over a wireless link is usually composed of training fields and data fields [8] . The latter is also known as payload data. Consider the slot structure illustrated in Figure 1 . Each slot consists of training and data fields. For simplicity, the data field and training field are assumed to have the same length Δ. Let be the duration of one slot and tr the duration of training fields in one slot. The duration of data fields in one slot is da = − tr . Since the training overhead does not transmit data, the effective part of one slot is the data fields. Therefore, the training overhead can lead to the capacity reduction. Therefore, when taking the training overhead into account, the instantaneous effective capacity for antenna selection system is
We note that (14) indicates a capacity reduction of tr / . In the full-MIMO systems without antenna selection, the number of RF chains is . Conventional full-MIMO channel estimation operation is that the transmitter sends an orthogonal training sequence from all the transmit antenna elements synchronously, each receive antenna element receives the training sequence and computes all the channel responses from each transmit antenna to itself due to the training sequence orthogonality. Therefore, all × entries of full-MIMO channel matrix H are estimated at one training field Δ [15] . Figure 2 shows a training overhead example for full-MIMO systems.
In the conventional antenna selection system without mutual coupling, the full-MIMO channel matrix H is estimated first and the channel matrix of the selected antenna subset,H, is formed by deleting the rows associated with the unselected receive antennas from H. The receiver can perform the channel estimation for at most receive antennas at one time. Thus it switches the RF chains from one subset of antennas to another until all × channel responses are estimated [16] . The duration of training fields for the conventional antenna selection system without mutual coupling is ⌈ / ⌉Δ, where ⌈⋅⌉ denotes the ceil function.
For the antenna selection system in the presence of mutual coupling, the channel matrix of an antenna subset H is the product of the mutual coupling matrix,C and C , and the nonmutual coupling channel matrix,H nc , as described in Section 2.3. The channel matrices are completely different for any two different antenna subsets. In this case, it is not valid to formH by deleting the rows of the unselected antennas from H. To complete the channel estimation, the brute force method is to perform the channel estimation for every antenna subset and the number of antenna subsets is !/ !( − )!. Therefore, the minimum duration of training fields is ( !/ !( − )!)Δ. The duration of training fields is huge and unacceptable. Assuming that = 250Δ, = 10, and = 4, the capacity reduction increases significantly to about Δ !/ !( − )! = 84%. The reduction will become much larger if the number of the receive antennas increases, especially in massive MIMO systems.
Since the brute force method of channel estimation for antenna selection system will reduce the capacity dramatically due to the large amount of training overhead arising from the presence of mutual coupling, [8] proposed a more effective channel estimation method.C depends on the antenna separations and the relative locations of the antennas are fixed usually; thusC can be considered as a constant value which is known in advance. A RF chain is connected to one receive antenna at a time. When the th ( = 1, . . . , ) receive antenna and the RF chain are connected, the receiver estimates the channel response between the transmit antenna array and the th receive antenna. The same RF chain is subsequently connected to the next receive antenna until all the receive antennas have been connected to the RF chain. By doing so, the effect of mutual coupling at receiver side is turned off at the channel estimation because only one receive antenna is active and the others are open-circuited. This channel estimation scheme is called reduced-complexity receive antenna selection (RCRAS). Figure 3 shows a training overhead example for RCRAS scheme. The duration of the training overhead of RCRAS is calculated as Δ.
Although the RCRAS scheme reduces the training overhead greatly, the overhead still has a big size when the receive antenna number is large especially in massive MIMO systems. In addition, the RF chain has to switch times to complete the channel estimation for one slot. TheC matrix of every selected antenna subset has to be saved at the receiver side; the number of mutual coupling matrices is !/ !( − )!. In order to obtain the channel matrix of an antenna subsetH, matrix multiplication has to be done for !/ !( − )! times. Therefore, in the next section, we propose a group switch-and-examine combining (GSEC) scheme, which has a much smaller training overhead and provides lower operational complexity and better effective capacity performance.
GSGC Scheme
In the presence of mutual coupling, the capacity performance of the full-MIMO systems degrades, and the channel estimation of the conventional SC scheme consumes much training overhead and has high operational complexity. Therefore, in this section, we propose a group switch-and-examine combining (GSEC) scheme.
Consider an × MIMO system with the antenna elements placed as uniform linear arrays with the total length of and at the transmitter and receiver, respectively. However there are only RF chains at the receiver side. Assume that is an integer multiple of . The RF chains should be placed as far as possible to diminish the impact of spatial correlation and mutual coupling. Therefore, we divide the receive antennas into nonoverlapping / groups, each group includes antenna elements, and the RF chains cyclically switch among the / groups and monitor the channel corresponding to the selected antenna array. Figure 4 shows a GSEC scheme example of = 20 and = 4. In every group, the antenna elements are still uniform linear array with the total length of (( − 1)/ ) , and the minimum antenna spacing of each group is ( / ( −1)) .
In every slot of the GSEC, the receiver first estimates the instantaneous channel matrixĤ of the group which is used in the last slot and compares the instantaneous = tr(ĤĤ ) with a predetermined threshold Th . If the current group is unacceptable (i.e., < Th ), the receiver estimates the branches of another group and switches and examines again if this group is still unacceptable. The receiver will repeat switching until either it finds an acceptable group or all / groups have been examined. In the latter case, it uses the last examined group. The mode of operation of the proposed GSEC is shown in Algorithm 1, whereĤ is the channel matrix of the th group antenna array and Th is the predetermined threshold of = tr(ĤĤ ). Figure 5 shows a training overhead example for GSEC scheme, in which branch switching happens once. The duration of the training overhead depends on the switching times. If the current branches are better than the threshold, the branch switching will not happen; only the channels of the current branches need to be estimated. In this case, the duration of the training overhead is Δ. Th is the predetermined threshold and a constant during the GSEC process. The channel matrix of the instantaneously selected group antenna array determines whether switching action occurs; the value of switching times for various slot is a random variable ; the duration of training overhead is ( + 1)Δ, which is determined by instantaneous channel matrix. Assuming that the probability of > Th is , the distribution of can be written as
According to the process of the GSEC, when the switching times = , < / −1, it means that it finds that the th group is acceptable; thus the probability is a simple binomial distribution problem which is shown in the first formula in (15) . The expectation of can be written as
If = 20, = 4, and = 0.5, then the average switching times E( ) = 1. The average duration of the training overhead for GSEC is 2Δ, while the duration of the training overhead for RCRAS is 20Δ. The training overhead duration gap of these two schemes is great. In addition, for GSEC, there is no need for matrix storage and matrix multiplication operations. Therefore, GSEC scheme greatly reduces the training overhead and operational complexity compared with the RCRAS scheme.
The effective ergodic capacity for GSEC can be written as
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Numerical Results
An important issue for the switched diversity system is determining the value of Th . Figure 6 shows the effective ergodic capacity of GSEC system versus the threshold Th , when = 4, = 20, = 4, = = , and = 20dB. The results show that Th can affect the performance of GSEC system. When Th is small, the first group antenna array is always better than the threshold, the switching will not happen, and the other groups have no chance to be used even if they have the best channel performance. If Th is too large, all the group antennas are unacceptable, and too many training fields are consumed so as to degrade the effective capacity performance. Therefore, there exists an optimal threshold which can lead to the best effective capacity performance for GSEC system. capacity with negligible training overhead. The results show that the SC scheme has the best ergodic capacity, while the full-MIMO scheme has the worst ergodic capacity. Although full-MIMO uses much more receive antennas, it has the worst performance due to the mutual coupling effects, which agrees with the results in [5] . The SC scheme always chooses the best receive antenna subset to use; thus it has the best capacity as expected. The ergodic capacity of GSEC scheme is better than full-MIMO scheme, but worse than SC scheme. Figures 8 and 10 compare the ergodic capacity of GSEC, RCRAS, and full-MIMO systems versus when the slot length = 250Δ which is the same setting as in [8] . The results show that the effective capacity of RCRAS scheme has been reduced severely due to the training overhead. The GSEC outperforms SC scheme which has the best effective ergodic capacity, while the full-MIMO scheme is still the worst one. Figure 11 shows the effective ergodic capacity of GSEC, RCRAS, and full-MIMO systems versus the slot length , when = 4, = 20, = 4, and = = with optimal threshold. The results show that when < 120Δ, the effective ergodic capacity of RCRAS scheme is the worst one, even less than the full-MIMO, due to the high ratio of training overhead. The effective ergodic capacity of GSEC is larger than the RCRAS scheme until increases to 500Δ.
Conclusions
With the constraint of antenna space, spatial correlation and mutual coupling must be considered to accurately predict the system performance for massive MIMO systems. Increasing the antenna number can degrade the system performance in the presence of mutual coupling. In this case, antenna selection systems have better performance and lower hardware cost than full-MIMO systems. However, the conventional selection combining scheme consumes a great amount of training overhead and has high operational complexity due to mutual coupling. This paper proposes a group switchand-examine combining (GSEC) scheme for massive MIMO systems with the spatial correlation and mutual coupling existing at both the transmitter and receiver. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed GSEC scheme provides better effective capacity performance and lower operational complexity than the conventional selection combining (SC) scheme and full-MIMO scheme.
